DRIVING ORGANIC AND
PAID RESULTS FOR SHOPHQ
LEVEL REVERSES DOWNWARD TRENDS
IN 8 WEEKS FOR TOP MULTI-CHANNEL RETAILER

ShopHQ is a multi-channel cable, satellite, and broadcast
home shopping television network, reaching 87 million homes.
Supporting the on-air programming is shophq.com, which sees more than 50,000
daily unique visitors. Together, they offer a dizzying array of brands, including beauty
and fashion, home goods, and consumer electronics.
Level Agency conducted a full audit examining the shophq.com user experience (UX)
and search engine optimization (SEO), as well as paid media efficiency. ShopHQ was
experiencing declines across several key performance indicators (KPIs) and sought
data-driven expertise to reverse course. The discoveries and recommendations from
this audit quickly led to a retainer contract for media management that has already
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THE CHALLENGE
•

Declining organic sessions and conversion rates

•

Declining year-over-year return on
ad spend (ROAS) from paid digital advertising

•

Stagnant revenue growth

•

Difficulty regaining brand traction
after a rebranding in late 2019

THE APPROACH
Data-driven optimizations: The rapid deployment of Level’s proprietary business intelligence (BI) dashboard meant full visibility
into performance for agency and client alike. This powerful platform offers a granular view across multiple KPIs, allowing for rapid
optimizations toward even better performance. In addition, the tool automatically groups ad campaigns based on audience intent to
provide real-time views of ROAS performance against targets for each category.
Ruthless efficiency in paid media: The Level ecommerce playbook focuses first and foremost on the highest-intent audiences in order to
prove ROI potential right out of the gate. New paid search engine marketing (SEM) campaigns for ShopHQ focused on searches for the
company’s brand name or its proprietary and high-volume non-proprietary products. Level’s data engineers and media buyers crafted
remarketing display and Google Shopping campaigns that targeted website visitors with the products they’ve been browsing. This level
of precision extracts the maximum possible return out of every dollar spent.
Immediate, actionable organic opportunities: Level Agency’s UX/SEO audit identified actionable opportunities for organic growth and
conversion rate improvement. These included research in high-opportunity keywords, eliminating duplicate content, site structure, and
revising page meta descriptions, and other low-lift winning strategies for ShopHQ.

THE RESULTS

In just eight weeks, Level Agency’s rapid, surgical intervention is paying off. Since the account takeover, our team managed a 20%
increase in spend, returning +36% Revenue—a ROAS improvement of 14%.

• Expanded remarketing and SEM tactics, including Google Smart Shopping, are driving
impressive performance, with doubling ROAS period-over-period since they launched
• Cart-abandon retargeting has delivered an average of 20X ROAS Organic traffic is
rebounding, thanks to SEO and UX optimizations
• 20% growth period-over-period since takeover, and 4% growth year-over-year.
Optimizations and audience expansions will continue. In keeping with digital best practices, Level will continue to refine targeting,
test creative approaches, and drive greater efficiencies on ShopHQ’s core audiences, while looking for opportunities to expand into
awareness-driving efforts addressing the most likely customers. These include continued realignment of search and Smart Shopping,
supporting on-air promotions, and anticipating seasonal opportunities.
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LEVEL AGENCY:
THE TEAM & PLAYBOOK TO DRIVE RESULTS
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LEVEL AGENCY’S FULL STACK ECOMMERCE
MARKETING TEAM DELIVERS EARLY
GROWTH FOR SHOPHQ
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